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ts difficult to find anyone who disagrees with the notion that
leadership at every level of todays organisation is a critical success
factor. But how is this achieved? We know that there are only a few
great leaders and that leadership skills are very special. This program
will provide you with the critical processes needed to be and
effective modern leader in any organisation, in either the Public
or Private sector. This is a unique opportunity for you to really
master the latest techniques and processes that will make a
difference. You can use these powerful techniques yourself or for
showing others. This is a very practical program:
1. Master new research on how to use the critical leadership
competencies
2. Regardless of your current skill level this program will make a big
difference to you
3. Take away from this program useable processes to use yourself or
when developing others
4. You will get information based on the latest proven research
5. You will be able to use a range of self-analysis tools unique to this
program

Individual Impact

Those attending will
1. Know that they need to do to be an effective leader in any
orgnaisation today
2. Improve communication skills using a variety of techniques and have the
opportunity to practice in a very supportive environment
3. Have seen how the techniques work in the work place so that the
leadership skills can be seen in context
4. Have a detailed manual which is fully indexed to provide you with a great
reference in case you don’t have the opportunity to put the skills into
practice immediately
5. Gain confidence throughout this program

Who should attend?

Managers, executive, supervisors; in fact anyone who wants to excel by
managing and leading people to get outstanding results through others.
Also anyone who just needs to understand how leadership processes
work in today’s international business world.

Objectives

At the end of this program, participants will be able to:
1. Have completed their own self analysis to show their existing preferred
style and have a plan for development
2. Know the best way to balance work to get the best from others using
a proven process
3. Understand what work in leadership today and be able to avoid
misinformation on old leadership ideas
4. See the critical behaviours of leadership in action and be able to
understand how to put them into practice in day to day work
5. Use a quick process to be able to understand others styles and get
maximum advantage to the benefit of your organization eg. Conflict
resolution
6. Gain self confidence and establish faith in the process and benefits of the
new methodologies of leadership through practice and case studies during
this program

Training Methodology

Very participative; with individual work and group activities. During the
seminar three (3) key questionnaires will be used to establish current
style and finding out what’s appropriate to improve and develop on. Use
of current and recent case studies with supporting DVDs all of which will
be carried out in an enjoyable and supportive environment.

Organization Impact

What you will get from sending people on this seminar:
1. Most people can become leaders at every level in the organisation – the
talent pool is therefore bigger than previously thought.
2. Improved communications and organisational harmony
3. Standard approach to real business focused leadership
4. Using a process focused approached maximum benefit can be achieved
as there is a standard methodology that can be duplicated
5. The process is appropriate at every manager/supervisor level in every
discipline
6. Your employees will return to the work place with their own individual
Action Plan for their development

Giveaways

1. Leadership Style Questionnaire
2. Adair Leadership Model
3. Chance to complete a Personality Profiler
4. Supporting training manual with all slides included
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Course Outline
1. How to create leaders at every level in the organisation

• What is the difference between managers/supervisors and leaders? Exercise
• Who are the great leaders and why? – team exercise
• Examples of day to day leaders in organisations – DVD clip (CS)
• Unlikely leaders – so how are they successful
• Does personality have a part to play? – discussion
• What do you think are the key leadership behaviours – exercise
• What restricts you from developing (group work)
• Review
• The process approach – how anyone can be a leader

2. Critical tools needed to master the leadership process

• How we organise and execute work – the three (3) critical areas
• The three (3) key elements of the process of leadership questionnaire
• Discussion
• The TASK, TEAM and INDIVIDUAL approach in action – DVD (A) and
group exercise
• The importance of leadership style –leadership profiler –
demonstration and practical uses
• Predominant styles in different cultures
• Recognising others style and working in harmony
• Conflict –how to handle it with great style

3. The six (6) critical Behaviors – a Master Class in Effectiveness
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership in action – why the six (6) behaviors are so important
DVD – a master class in being a leader
Group work and presentations
Six (6) behaviors and six (6) clear examples – group work and
feedback
How to motivate others – techniques that produce measurable results
Getting work done through others – two (2) tools that will really get
productivity results
Use of the leadership baton
Review and your Action Plan

Please contact CEL for a quotation if your are interested in organising any of the topics as in-house on-site or off-site training.

